
Dear vliver, 	 11/10/78 

The transcripts did go out yesterday morning. You should have yours before 
this can go out. In addition to the one for He. Donna in Gong. Davis' office I 
also sent one to Jim Lesar on the chance he has a need for it and so that there 
will be one in Washington outside the committee's hands. It would be awkward asking 
Davis' office to make it available to anyone. (I really mean both, including tape 
transcripts.) 

I don't know when I'll get the FBI's records on you. They have done some work 
on this because of what they gave the assassins. I_heard from the appeals office 
yesterday. Whenever I get these I'll send copies to you Immediately. I'd-appreciate;:. 
it if you then tell me if they secs to be complete. I say this now because I may 
get the records when I'll be too busy to write. Also, more work is stacking up on 1e 
because we've had exceptional weather and I'm using it to get natural exercise, which 
is the beet medicine for me. 

You have an idea of what /ohn's situation is from what you mentioned about Clyde. 
I think I wrote you and told you that Jerry bac:. mentioned a Turley the same way. If 
you know or suspect anything else along these lines please let me know as soon as 
possible because I think there may be another scheme to put 'Ian away on a framed 
perjury charge. 

If you hoard the broadcast of the hearings you know what the assassins did to 
Lane. Which also means to Jimmy. Iflhwjewle6their business they could have done 
more. They really do not have all that good a command of the facts. 

One emotion that will coMe up with the FBI records is the period of time 
you were their informer. If you recall the period please let me know when you 
can. And if you recall the way it ended. 

y'the vtey, thew was 6 .jage-ftieging'in the New YOrktigneCrii:t. In 	-- -- 
it was a blank sheet of paper. 

Sincerely, 


